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STOP LOOKING AND
LISTEN
Week of Prayer
Feb. 26 - Mar. 2

OPEN SENATE MEETING
Monday, 8 p.m. Lower Kauke
How You Want Your Money
Spent- -

.

Published by the Students of the College of Wooster
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Volume LXVI

Faculty Granted
Two Union Pers

Number

Campus To Install
Switchboard System

7

Students have officially given the
faculty an opportunity to kick up
thqir heels for two nights this
This week the Senate
semester.
granted the faculty petitioners permission to dance in the Student Union
nights, the dates to
on two week-enbe left to the discretion of the sena-
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Ecologists
Share 86 Acres
For New Course

?

ring:necks are hiding; may now

mm

gathers 'round Nancy Jo Putman
and Dave Clyde, principals in the
"Strife" production running four
nights this week. Shown are Sally
Pomeroy, Don Shawver, Clarence
i,
Amnions, Bob Holmes, Joe
Betty Stout, Evelyn McCon-nelPris Upton, and Bob Hoffman.

by John Demeter
Music and dance highlight this year's Gum Shoe Hop with
"Strife With Mother" which opened to a packed house in Scott
Auditorium last night. Colorful choreography and typical Bob
Hope humor put sparkle into a conventional plot, while comments

Psych Course
Offers Training
In Reading Speed
.

A

twelve-wee- k

Wolos-zansk-
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or local and timely significance draw
audience favor.

The course has three classroom peri
ods per week and a field trip is made
either during the week or over the
weekend. Each student is given ap
f
acre of ground
proximately
to study and to make a report on
Perfection 100 per cent plusl That's as to how the animals live among
the
byword of the
themselves and what their sociolgical
chorus which will make the first of its problems are.
annual tours on College of Wooster
The class is also making field trips
Sunday, February 19. Appearing at the
to the
farm near the Mohican
Central Presbyterian Church in Mas
State Park, lent to the biology departsillon, and the Westminster Church in
ment by Mrs. D. M. Humphreys of
Akron, the group will present a rich
Cleveland Heights.
and varied program, ranging from
Dr. Ralph V. Bangham, head of
18th century Bach to contemporary
the biology department, said that the
Benjamin Britten.
Under the direction of Miss Eve science of ecology is an absolute must
Richmond, professor of music, the for those biology students who wish
chorus has won acclaim at Town HaU to enter the natural conservation field
in New York, Carnegie Hall in Pitts and should also be studied . by all
burgh, and the major churches of the majors in biology.
East and Middle West.
This year, owing to the conflict of
spring vacation and Holy Week, the
chorus will not make the usual ex
tended tour, but instead will go on
shorter tours during weekends. March
12 there will be performances at the
Director Judy Neiswander an
Parma-SoutPresbyterian Church, the
nounces the cast for the Freshman
Church of the Covenant, and Old
Apprentice play, "The Lady Who
Stone Church in Cleveland. Appear
Came to Stay." The lady in question
ances have been arranged in the To
will be played by Betty Jane Mitchell,
ledo and Detroit areas later in the
Others in the cast are Sally Pomeroy,
spring.
Lee Morrison, Carol Koch
Betty
The chorus has planned a program
Emily
Oxenrider,
Mary Jane Stephenof sacred music for their presentation
son,
Stewart
and Phil Decker,
Wright
at the First Presbyterian Church in
Wooster at 4 p.m. Sunday, February
The production will be given in
Scott Auditorium April
26.

.
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Continuing a tradition more than 50 years old on the Wooster
campus, the student body and.faculty will join in observance of
the Week ot Frayer f ebruary Zb to March Z.
The Big Four committee, headed by Bill Voelkel, has en

young people.

tion and prayer originated during the
administration of Dr. Scovel just before the turn of the century. It was
an outgrowth of the annual Day of
Prayer observed by church colleges
in the United States and was given
impetus by revivals held each year
on the campus.

i

Sponsored by the WMCAand YWCA,
Prayer Week was marked by the forming of special evangelical prayer bands
and the shortening of all class
periods so, that class prayer -- meetings

homes.

us

Phi Alpha Theta, history honorary.
and the German honorary, Delta Phi
Alpha, accepted candidates last week
for the second semester membership.
Six
history scholars
were formally accepted into Phi Alpha
Theta ranks. History majors Ann
Willoughby, Bill McKee, Clarence
Slemboski, Earl Swick, and political
science majors Jane Abell and Dotty
Daw qualified for membership in this
national honorary.
The German honorary. Delta Phi
Alpha, will hold its formal initiation
in its meeting on March 13. Six candi
dates Dorothy Abeischer, Ruth
Campbell, David Glade, Charles Johnson, Richard Miller, and John De
Roos have been accepted!
up-and-comi-

ng

Panel Tourneys
Keep Debaters
On Busy Schedule
Wooster 's
debate team
has been working hard this month, according to Coach James Grissinger.
They participated in a practice tour
nament at Muskingum College last
week and the two teams from Wooster
won four out of 11 debates. Baldwin- Wallace and Ohio State were high.
The Wooster contestants were Porter
Kelly, Lyman Hartley, Ann Bishop,
and Diantha White for the affirma
tive; Walt Grosjean, Bruce Love, John
Talbot, and Jack Visser for the nega
keen-tongue-

d

tive.

Last weekend the debaters went to
the annual Buckeye tournament at
Kent'State. Twenty colleges from Ohio,
Michigan, Indiana, and Pennsylvania
took part. Bob Lawther, Ray Falls,
affirmative; and Carol Ross, Jack Visser, negative, battled for Wooster..
They won five out of eight debates
and tied for fourth place. Akron won
the tournament with Heidelberg in
second place.
Tuesday, the Kiwanis Club played
host to some of the debaters who kd
a discussion of the question, "Should
the federal government own and oper
ate the basic industries?" Bob Lawther
was chairman of the group which in
Sailine for Allahabad, India, in Tune will be Charles Croehan. cluded Walt Grosjean, Barbara Ward,
48,who has been chosen to fill what will probably be the last Nancy Stewart, and Lorrin Kreider.
n
vu tit
uuug nn
Ulba
appointment as Wooster-in-Indi- a
UMA MM
representative. Relieving David 'l'tiAVi rtmrvt fttiint
is
the
team
an
open
tournament at
Ulackshear, he will teach at Lwing Christian College for two years.
Case Saturday. This is split team touroincc uic new inuian government,
nament that is Wooster students will
has begun a campaign to have only
have as their partners students from
Hindustani spoken in the schools by
another school. Contestants from
the end of the next two yean,
Wooster will be Art Angilly, Porter
Croghan's term there as history inKelly, Anne Yerger, and Loren Shearer.
structor will probably conclude the
d
program of
representatives at the college.
A veteran of over two year's service
in the armed forces during the war,
Croghan came to Wooster in 1945.
This time of year isthe time for
While here, he was active as a member
music, music music as senior music
of First Section, Westminster Choir,
majors and conservatory instructors
Men's Glee Club, and "IRC. Since
present their recitals.
graduation in. 1948,he has been doing
Organ major Florence Jackman will
graduate work at Columbia University,
present her senior recital Sunday in the
where he will receive his MA. in
Chapel, 4 pjn.. Included in' the prohistory this spring.
gram will be Toccata and Fugue in
The duties at Ewing consist of
D Minor by Bach and Canonic Toccata
teaching history, English, and Bible
by Gore.
and acting as head resident in one of
Miss Jackman. who is doing her indethe men's dormitories. Croghan was
pendent study in Bach, is president of
chosen from several candidates by the
the Girls Chorus and sings in the
Wooster-in-Indit
Committee, and will
choir.
be financed by Big Four. The comMonday. Eliot Breneiser ot the conCharles Croghan
mittee includes Tom Bousman, chair
servatory staff will play a piano redtal
man; Ralph Underwood, Big Four department; the Rev. Mr. Bates, and in the Chapel, 8 pjn. His program wCl
representative; Dr. Harold Smith and student representatives Flo Jackman be Mozart. Bach. Scarlatti. Schumann,!
Mr. James Anderson of the religion and Dotty Daw.
and ProkofieL
t
:

20-2- 2.

Croghan Succeeds Dlachshear
As Last India Representative

veteran in the Little Theatre,
portrays Irene
Lincoln with the calm assurance .expected of a society woman of convic
tion. Never at a loss for a moment, she
proves herself equal to every chal
lenge, both in character and as an
actress. Bill Hendrickson handles the
part of William Lincoln adequately,
but he lacks dramatic "punch" and
his tone tends toward monotony,
Ginger Ferris is a cute younger sister
who dreams of ballet fame.
A

Ruth Homrighausen

-
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Relatives Are Comic

John "Doc" Lowrie as R. Logan
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men-(Continu-
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Freshmen Cast
In Apprentice Play

Pierce and Doris Schmerling as Melba
Pjerce present comedy in their char
acterizations of visiting relatives. The
self:assured, airy Uncle
Logan" is played to the hilt by "Doc",
might be held, .Men and women'stu-dent- s while Miss. Schmerling. carries out his
met separately each evening for feminine counterpart with poise and
discussion and devotions, and Dr. precision.
Scovel opened his office and home - Inimitable Bob Davles and bouncand was available at all times for ing Bette Hanna star in the night
.
counseling.
club sequence. As partners in a sidedance routine, they hit the
splitting
Features have been added from time
high
in the show. Bob spices the
point
to time
through the years to
with
stage
a running line of gags and
strengthen the interest of all students,
so that recent programs have included bits of song. His smooth moving act
with Miss Hanna is played for all
seminary in Chicago were previous chapel talks, evening meetings, a play,
a movie, small dormitory discussion it's worth and it's worth an encore
speakers.
groups, a sacred concert and other every . time.
The custom of setting aside a week special music, and a concluding comSmaller parts meriting special
during the year for religious medita munion service.
on page 2)

Introduced By Four Men
As a stimulus to thinking along religious and philosophic lines prior
to Prayer Week itself, Westminster
Fellowship is sponsoring a series of
four outstanding speakers on pertinent
modern questions. Dr. Albert Parker,
president of Hanover college in Indiana, will discuss "How Christian
Should We Be?" on Sunday in Scott
Auditorium at 6:45 p.m. Speaking on
the subject of "Prayer," Dr. Charles
Wishart will conclude the series Feb.
26. Dr. Fred Christian of Columbus
and Dr. George Gibson of McCormick

one-hal-

86-acr- e

Sections Add Four

Features Prominent Coast Pastor

The nine compose the group en
rolled in Prof. Fred H. Glenny's
course in ecology, now being offered
at the College of Wooster in the
biology department for the first time.
Ecology is the study of all forms of
life, animal and vegetable, as related
to one another and to their environment. That is, the study of what makes
for many rabbits and pheasants one
year in a particular area, and then
next year, with apparently the same
climatical and other natural factors
the same "Wot hoppened?"

Woosfer Sunday
Initiates Tours
Of Girls' Chorus

Traditionally a musical comedy, the
Hop for '50 follows its predecessors
with a score of eight tunes by Sue
Campbell and book by Mary Ann
Early, Bill Embley, Jon Waltz, and
Dick Oberlin. The multiple author
ship provides plenty of humor, but
it does not succeed in contributing
any degree of originality to an old
theme.

Week 01 Prayer, Long In Tradition,

Courtey Woorter Daily Record
Gum Shoe Hop crowd

The

Hop Opens To Full House;
Features Fine Music And Dance
1950

n

g

off-camp-

mental hospital.
has been thawed
Eventually, it b
and buzzers may
dormitories and

consult with the colleges nine fledg
ling ecologists for the answer.

training course for
the improvement of comprehension
and speed in reading is being offered
to students under the auspices of the
psychology department. Dr. Winford
Sharp, head of the department, wiU
conduct the sessions every Tuesday
The play is best when the stage is
, campaigns.
and Thursday afternoon beginning
For important answers to important next Tuesday, eighth hour in Kauke animated by song and dance, although
there are scenes designed purely for
issues such as choice of an election 219,
which flash with apparently
comedy
procedure to be used for May queen
Based on the Harvard Films for the
wit.
spontaneous
selection, the Senate will "go to the
Improvement of Reading, the course
the
At
open
night.
Monday
campus"
will involve reading from a screen
Plotwise, "Strife With Mother" cen
meeting in Lower Kauke, 8 p.m., the with a short quiz to check the com ten about the life of Liz Lincoln and
Senate will hear discussion from the prehension followed by the
reading her desire to sing the popular music
floor on this question and on the pro- of an article at the
individual's own composed by her "steady," Eddie King,
posal to establish a salary for Senate speed rate with similar tests. A com But she comes into conflict with her
presidents, as well as recommenda- parison of the two is made and out mother, fashionable Irene Pierce Lin
tions concerning tuition fees and side drill work assigned accordingly. coln, a devotee of the classics. An
charges for credit hours.
' Dr. Sharp emphasizes
that the emancipator arrives In the person of
Suggests Homecoming System
course is "no miracle, but involves Liz's uncle, rich and influential Logan
Issues will be clarified somewhat
and training." It has been used Pierce, who succeeds in getting her
" at chapel, tomorrow morning, when effort
widely and with considerable success a radio contract with network presi
the Senate delivers its "State of the in other schools. Students interested dent Rhodecleaver.
Campus" program.
are asked to sign up in the dean's
Putman in Good Voice
Junior senator Dave Dowd initiated office by Monday.
As Liz Lincoln, Nancy Jo Putman
a suggestion for revision of the
is charmingly lovely and in good voice
mechanics. "There is the be
She plays a rather passive lead, howlief that the homecoming queen sys
ever, and fails to register any excitetem is superior," said Dowd. He ex
The dean's office adds to the list of
ment when suddenly offered a fat
plained that nomination by ballot section pledges four names.
radio contract. Playing opposite Miss
would avoid the stir of getting some
The four pledged are Howard King,
Putman is Dave Clyde, completing
200 names on five or six petitions.
frrst section; John Gump and Ronald
the romantic angle. For a leading role
There is a balance of $2,261.14 in Price, fourth section; and Bill Hand,
he has not been given much to work
ninth section.
the treasury.
with, and he falls short of any vocal
honors. He and Miss Putman make
an attractive couple, but throughout
the play are overshadowed by fuller
parts.

gaged Dr. Eugene Blake of Pasadena,
Calif., to lead a thought-provokinweek's consideration of the theme,
"Christianity is a Choice." A graduate
of Princeton and pastor of one of the
largest Presbyterian churches in America, Blake comes highly recommended
both as a speaker and a counselor for

The project will be started as soon
as the phone company finishes work

on the Applecreek
and the winter frost
Aspiring, and oftentimes per- - out of the ground.
i
spiring, nimrods wno wonaer hoped, private lines
where the elusive cottontails and be installed in the

7-- 1

queen-electio-

By giving better service to faculty
members, the system is expected to
become a great time-save- r
to profes
sors, students, and administration.
,

if

tors.

"If they want to have a fling at
youth two nights out of a year, I
uWt see any reason why we shouldn't
let them," argued freshman senator
Whit Weihe.
Senate president Bruce Love termed
vote a policy making decision.
the
"I think it's selling the students
short," he said. On each of the two
nights the Union will be closed to
students.
Spring Formal March 25
In other action, Senate voted to
have Freddie Arthur play for 'the
Senate spring formal, March 25. The
date was exchanged with the sophomores, whose formal will be held
March 17 as a result of this action.
Other date changes affected elections. Petitions for May queen, Sen
ate president, male senators, and
WSGA presidents may be taken out
March 13. They are due March 15
Primaries will occur on March 21,
with finals the next day.
Will Have Voting Machine
A voting machine will be furnished
by the Shoup Voting Machine Company of Philadelphia. "This is not
merely a process or procedure," explained President Love, "but a step in
the citizen's education as an enlightened voter."
Freshmen in their orientation program are from now on to be advised
against "excessive expenditures" for

Private phones for all department offices will be the next
project in the college's program for expansion and improvement.
The whole channel for the system will be operated from a central
switchboard.
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Scnale Prexy: Reward

Of

Merit

SOME 2300 YEARS ago the Greeks were making
themselves immortal through their art, their
literature, their scientific discoveries, and their
practice of deomcracy in the midst of an autocratic world. Along came an idealistic realist by
the name of Pericles who believed so strongly in
administration by the many that he wanted
every male citizen to participate. In his funeral
oration Pericles reminded his fellow citizens that
"when a citizen is in any way distinguished, he
is preferred to the public service, not as a matter
of privilege, but as the reward of merit Neither
is poverty a bar, but a man may benefit his
country whatever be the obscurity of his condiPericles
tion." To this end of
they got nine
instituted pay for his
cents a day, just enough to compensate for the
time they lost from their jobs, yet not enough to
"
make profiteers.
fellow;
and he was so
Pericles was a wise old
right that his theory is just as valid in our Senate
as it was in the ancient Athenian assembly.
Application of this principle, we would make
to the case of the Student Senate President. We
would consider what can help make this public
service a reward of merit and not a matter of
privilege. The job has grown to such proportions
k
propothat it has become a
is
responsible for
sition. The body he chairs
4800 dollars of the students' money. His duties
are demanding and his power great; his constituents want the best president they can get.
Now, if an ideal candidate is forced to work
his way through school, say, to work 15 hours a
week for his board, an equivalent of 370 dollars,
he probably will not be able to take a regular
academic schedule, work, and fill the Senate post
at the same time, doing justice to all.
Other "public service" offices, such as top
Index and Voice staff positions are paid salaries
ranging from 50 to 300 dollars a year. Editors,
too, budget 20 to 25 hours a week for their jobs.
Of course, an angle in comparing major campus
positions is that Senate presidents are elected by
popular vote; the others are appointive and are
selected after at least a years apprenticeship.
The Senate treasurer is paid 50 dollars a year.
Schools comparable in size to Wooster were
contacted by the NSA representative to discover
then policies in this matter. Unly two ot 53 were
found to pay their presidents. Wheaton College,
111., applies 150 dollars to her Senate presidents
tuition. At Valparaiso, Ind., the Senate president
is paid 250 dollars a semester. But there are several things to be taken into consideration at this
point. Most important is to what degree student
government is developed in these schools. Representatives to the NSA convention last summer
discovered that Wooster's student government is
comparatively far advanced.
The position in itself is traditionally one of
honor and prestige. The experience gained is
worth more than any monetary compensation,
says president Bruce Love, who plans to enter
the field of administration. Love also has pointed
out that salaries do not make for economy. However, even 300 dollars a year would cost each
student only 25 cents.
Pericles was a wise old fellow
non-exclusivenes-

law-maker-

niscent of some of the literary out
bursts T for which the Swiss Govern
ment Printing Office has become famous. But, since prohibitions and
warnings make dull reading in any
language, the significant aspects of the
administration's "directive" must not
necessarily be looked for in its con
tent, but most probably in the general
philosophy which induces all adminis
trators to set out on crusades, armed
to their teeth with injunctions and
fines. And fines have certainly played
a very significant role in the more re
cent history of this college: all in all,
it has been quite a week!

s,

s;

I admit that these events have
taught me a great deal about the
American aspects of what we lightly
refer to as academic freedom. As
matter of fact, I have become aware
for a moment of the true nature of
freedom as such, as its advantages and
disadvantages were expertly demon
strated by the antics of our various
Sections. I hope that it has dawned
by now even in the most obscure
minds on the campus that freedom
definitely involves a choice, an in
dividual decision as to possible al
ternatives. An intelligent use of free
dom requires not merely a minimum
ability to think, but the knowledge of
all possible alternatives as well.

twenty-hour-a-wee-

,

frew March 1930 luv

be heavy

got

CAPITOL KALEIDOSCOPE

With Shrapnel, Rats,

Big-sh-

--

to replace the expression "Made in
Switzerland". But the Swiss were not
different from other people; as soon
t

iney nau accumulated enougn
power and landscape, they began to
shop around for what is referred to
as uepenaem territories wnere iney
exercised their sutemanship just like
some oi tne
any omer
hatreds cultivated at that time still
persist and manifest themselves in
harmless fights among the high school
boys of neighboring villages and in
the extreme
pre
dominant in all of the twenty-twtax-coiiecto-

r;

State-mindedne- ss

o

cantons.

If we see the essence of freedom in
the fact that men are able and al
lowed to choose among alternatives,
the Swiss have most nrobablv more
political freedom than any other mod- em democratic people. Where else
are constitutional amendments and
laws subject to direct and final ap-proval by the voters? Such freedom is
partly possible because of the small- ness of the country, and partly be
cause of the technical aspects of Swiss
law. It is certainly not due to a
government policy - of "laisscz faire".

Lei's Try Again
"Angels are bright still, though the brightest fell;
Though all things foul would wear the brows of grace,
Yet grace must still look so."
Macbeth

How few of us can grasp the significance of
those lines; how good it is to hnd those who do!
When an institution is judged by the mistakes
it makes, or "The American College Student" is
judged by singling out a few typical ones at their
worst moments, then they are yet to be under
stood.
A case in point has just passed into the history
of Wooster, both College and town. It seems that
during the recent descent into Hell Week, sev
eral boys from the College ran afoul of the local
police. They were properly penalized, and their

Clovers

eaf

side-by-sid-

ot

"quasi-judicial-

e

"

"
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AT

Four-Lea-

Clover".

the ineffective and clumsy petition method, and

TWELVE THOUSAND PEOPLE
it limits the choice of nominees the queen's
many of whom could never vote, court to the students that are best
acquainted
stamped and yellod, lost their chil with the women of the
class.
junior
dren in the crowd, and drank gallons
The proposed write-inomination method
of free coffee. Hundreds of them
would eliminate the difficulties of the past two
danced on the crowded floor, rubbing years, and if not abused, should be
practicable
shoulders with political bigwigs, and and democratic enough to establish a
precedent
hoping to get caught by a newsree! for coming years.

1

n

camera.

And over all hung the smell of
chicken, liquor, smoke, and a rat.

Hop Music 'Melodious'
(Continued from paee 1)
tion are Bin Mellin's characterization
of Professor Gornizer. and the per
formances
ef Elizabeth Sherwood,
joan WaterS( and Bette Hanna head- lining the wornen-- social club
Limbach Sets Life Loose
Technical credits go to director
Dick Oberlin and choreographer Mary
Limbach. Miss Limbach's direction, as
well as her solo part, set a lot of life
loose on the Taylor stage. Stage man
ager John Hudson and his crew effect
efficiently, although
scene changes
their living room set would be more
complete with the addition of lamps,
The music is melodious but not
striking. Miss Campbell and her arranger, Howard Mcuonnell, otter a
gracious quantity of tunes which, how
ever, are not distinguished by in
dividuality. Nevertheless, it is certain
that "When You Are Near Me" will

be wafting about the campus
some weeks to come;
Gay Ending Lacking

for

Opening brightly and carried to a
climax in the night club scene, "Strife
With Mother" fails to meet the promise of a gay and colorful ending. The
final scene pulls the threads of plot

s

together without sufficient build-up- ,
and, completely devoid of any emotion, passes to a hurried curtain with
a lew insincere lines of dialogue. A
little more effort and care could have
produced a snappy finale worthy of
the talents of the dancing and singing
choruses.

The Gum Shoe Hop is designed for
light hearted entertainment. Overlook
some inadequacies' in plot and acting
and you will enjoy this 'two hours
traffic of our stage" as music, youth,
and love win out in their "Strife
With Mother."

-

exploits properly publicized.
What was the reaction? And what the effect
upon the College's reputation?
The Daily Record printed last Tuesday on page
eight an article covering Dr. Lowry's address to
the Wayne County Alumni Club, and on page
four an editorial entitled "Appreciating the
Wooster Program." Dr. Lowry was quoted as
saying "Instead of being logical, be reasonable
about Hell Week and look at it in human
terms." The Record's editorial said "What we
regret about the incidents is the harm they may
have done to the College of Wooster. People are
likely to judge 'an institution by the things they
hear and know about it, and too often the uncomplimentary, incidents or events are the ones
that Deoole like to remember." It then dis
cussed the real'service and value the College is
to the comunity, and concluded that Just be
cause four or five thoughtless adolescent boys
. don't appreciate or understand the Wooster pro
gram is no excuse for our not appreciatinng it.
Well," the editor of the Record and President
of the College both . know and appreciate
Wooster for its real worth. I hey had no
J-grudge against it.
So they can be expected to understand. But
there are those who don't have the background
of long association with the College, and who
are therefore unable to see these things in their
Drooer perspective.
If they've caught the eist of the above lines.
and can sec that those individual and perhaps
isolated incidents that often make the head
lines can seldom if ever be taken as good index
to the character of the "fallen angel," much less
that of the rest of the "angeis"; for who knows,
there may yet be grace.
d

closed-mark-

et

TOM FELT

FOR THE ORTHODOX

. . .

Efficiency Isn't All

-

On the contrary; just like the
United States, Switzerland became the
victim of the free enterprise system;
instead of maintaining freedom for
-- ii,
iliivc piMuua spang uF,
policies became popular.
and finally, the country became what
one American writer has called the
"fostermother of cartels". In this
respect the Swiss do not differ from
other European peoples; at times, it
seems to me that Europe has suc
ceeded in becoming one happy family
of cartels, although many economists
would tell you that this is by no
means a recommendation

Unless
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servants in the nations capital. Words
"doclike, "directive",
down
of
paper
scrap
Not,
uments" (every
Wash
is
in
a document
to a Kleenex
Election mechanics at best are a problem, but
inzton) flew through the air like
nothing's
impossible.
shrapnel.
Dave
has offered a proposal that may
"
Dowd
Fred Waring's ensemble sang like
solve
May
the
Day
queen situation. Briefly it is
they were all Republicans and grin
this:
Have
the
junior and senior classes meet in
ning George Murphy, of the Holly
balwood contingent, led the cheering. chapel and write in nominations on a secret
five
lot. The leading
or six nominees will stand
Bob Taft almost split a gusset when
as
candidates
in
an
election, the runners-uopen
the folks cheered him to the heavens
the
constituting
court. The distinct
queen's
and burst into "I'm Looking Over a
is
of
Dowd's
advantages
that it eliminates
plan
f
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Party

by Jon Waltz
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Mr. Waltz Goes To Birthday
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THE FIRST BROTHERHOOD meal is over. To those
of you who exercised your privilege of the right to vote,
whether you voted in the affirmative or the negative, the
brotherhood committee says "Thank you!"
To those who were eligible to vote (those who do not
have board jobs but eat regularly in one of the college
dining rooms) but did not, we can only say we are sorry
if the vote did not turn out as you had wished it. We
tried in every possible waj to inform the student body
about our plan and urged everyone to vote, whether or
not they were in favor of it, because we wanted to know
each student's wish.
The committee wishes to thank the following people
for their cooperation, time and effort in helping with
brotherhood meals: Miss Graber and the food service department; Mr. Knox, college treasurer; The Voice, for its
backing; Jack Dorricott; Jim Hughes; Betty Prigge; and
the chapel speakers, Hellen Chacos, Jane Abel, and Bill
Campbell. Thanks should also go to those section and
dormitory representatives who helped answer questions
about the plan.
From now until June, by means of the Voice, you will
be informed of any new developments and the exact
amount of money sent to each project. If anyone has
question or complaint, he is asked to bring to any
member of the committee. We shall be glad to talk with
you.
CHARLOTTE FRASER. NANCY CLEMENS,
RUSS CONRAD, DICK CAVE,
WIB CHRISTY, MARY SEIBERLING

Copyright 1950 by Esquire, Im.
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Brothers All

Chicken, liquor, smoke and a rat.
Those were the components one could
smell at the Lincoln Day Republican
Rally held in Washington last week.
and little voter sat
on the floor' to eat chicken from a
box, and occasionally wash it down
with a swig of whiskey brought along
for the purpose. Smoke drifted up
from myriad cigars and cigarettes, and
the rat was abroad in the midst of
revelry. That rat was the missing
planks of the Republican campaign
Crossbows and Freedom
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by Ham Jenny
The last issue of this publication
contained some rather acid comments
by duly outraged students at the
dormitory administration's command
mentsrtbe reading of which is remi-
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by M. A. Early
Time . . .one of Aristotle's three unities and one of F. W. Moore's
favorite topics. What do we do with it? It is too slow for those who wait,
too fast for those who regret and to those in love, time doesn't exist.

ht the essence o thc fruStration in his delineation
ol the mad teaparty: "Jam yesterday, jam tomorrow, but never jam today."
t he implies, we never really live today because it is crowded out by
Lewis Carroll

memories and hopes. What has been and what will be are the motivating
factors in most of our lives and we seldom stop to think that "what is
TODAY" sets the pattern for tomorrow and is the product of yesterday's

thought and action.

by Jack Blough
This is the Age of the Can Opener.
We are surrounded on every side by gadgets, whatcha- macallits, and automatic devices designed to dull the
senses and, in the process, rifle the pocketbook. Indus
trialism and
have got us to the point,
and it seems to be something we are proud of, where
the sense of taste and discrimination has been so numbed
that we are content to accept gratefully whatever madcap
products that are foisted on us by designers and manu
facturers. The rich sensuous delight in material things
which gives variety and intensity to an otherwise pale ,
and largely dull existence has been neatly chopped out
from under us by the fact that once you've seen a 1950
Ford, you've seen them all.
It is, of course, true that a new automobile is a marvel
of mechanical engineering, a prime example of the inventive genius of twentieth century man, and proof of
What We Can Do. (Be careful, you Russians.) But the
worth of an automobile is in Its use: it is a handy instrumiles an
at seventy-fivment for driving into
hour or for the wife to drive through the back of the
garage and knock the fenders off. It is, in short, effi
cient. But who can hang one on the wall and find plea
sure in looking at it for what it is in itself?
Efficiency has become a vice of the times. We are prone
to regard everything in the light of the question: What
can it do? Many of us have lost, or are losing for want of
exercise, the faculty of taste and discernment for those
things which arc complete and beautiful unto themselves.
The faculty is, unfortunately, not inherently well developed in the human personality. It must be cultivated
consciously. But the achievement of this heightened sensi
tivity repays the effort hundredfold: it is quite frankly
an instrument for sensuous and intellectual pleasure, and
yet what are we if not animals capable of experiencing
sensuous charm and intellectual satisfaction?
There is no reason why all the articles of living may
not in time be made both beautiful and useful, why they
may not satisfy "five little senses startling with delight."
Gr perhaps it is only characteristic of us that we let those
things which, in the long run, mean most to us go by the
boards unnoticed.
mass-productio-

n

fence-post- s

e

couple years back the campus had a catch saying about always putting
off until tomorrow what should have been done the day before yesterday
Is it not possibly this very philosophy which causes such leading educators,
statesmen, and churchmen as Dr. Van Kirk and Mr. Stassen to warn' us that
Christianity is being rapidly replaced by paganism? They5 tell us that this
Swiss. Cut Classes
is what we must fight and that fight must start immediately. Shouldn't it
The most pronounced sense of free- - ,eany have started the day before yesterday? Naturally, the first thought is
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with his much praised
acadamic freedom, he will not be
able to live up to the tough require- menu of the final written and oral
tests. Could American students handle
such academic freedom?
connection

iinally, at the risk ot being redundant, a separate lei ot orcnias to eacn
member of the cast, chorus and crew of the Hop . . . they've done a terrific
job in a very short time with not a sign of griping or grousing . . . they
had a fine director to guide them, and only he can know what a super job
they turned out . . . by the way, Obie, orchids to you toot . . . seventy-threand thirty
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Duke, Clif Buihnell, Wally Wills, Clarence Slemboski, Norma
Rehm, Phyllis Evans, Bunny Garibaldi, Pat McLaughlin, Bob
Chang, Jean Rice, Molly Webster, Mary Ronaheim, Don Fisher,
Lynn Beier.
EDITORIAL WRITERS: Tom Felt, John Smith, Sylvia Williams.
PHOTOCRAPHER: John Atkinson.
CORRESPONDENT: Jon Wsltx.
WASHINGTON
ARTISTS: Bill Lank ton, Don Pcndell, Bob Smith, Jarvis Ross.
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with Chuck Willianu

Now that the swimming season is drawing its final breath, I
am hopefully going to try to revive it for a period lasting till next
year.
.
.
.
A
.vThis sport has never been. one of the mainstays that it is in other

I!cjdn S!r!3

by John Bergen

The Wooster carers will entertain two teams this weekend in
an effort to bounce back into the win column. Grove City of
ennsylvania comes here Friday night, and Kenyon will battle
Wooster Saturday in hopes of avenging an earlier defeat.

around this section. Schools like Fenn, Oberlin, Case, and Ohio
Wesleyan all are able to outdistance us when it comes to thewater ways.
There must be a reason why this is so, and the writer has attempted to
bring it down to one important factor which he believes outshines all others.
Swimming is listed as a minor sport in the school catalog, but this
schools

doesn't mean it has to be a minor in interest This perhaps stems from two
.reasons: one, the team hasn't faired too well in the past several years,
winning only two and losing all the others; and, secondly, the limited seating
capacity which the pool affords. The bigger reason is of course the first
So what can be done about it?
I believe, as do others, that Material is the essential thing needed in
a winning team. There is a lot of this "materia)", or swimming potentialities,
going to waste on this rain soaked campus. After all you have to be nearly
web footed to even get around this place. There is not the interest in going
out as there was before the war, or right after it. Since that time, though,
things have been lax, so in order to regain their prestige, Coach Munson has
v
started a rebuilding program.
In order to do this a freshman team was formed in an effort to hold tfieH
interest of fellows who swam in high school and for fellows with possibilities
of becoming winning swimmers.
This year's varsity shows the effect of this program, not taking into con
sideration their record as yet, but there are seven sophomores, three juniors
who are out for their tint swim
and two seniors. Besides some
in actual competition the majority are new to the collegiate way of swimming.
They are gaining experience which will be very beneficial in yean to
come, and last year's fairly good freshmen squad has already produced
winners. Fellows like Jim Hughes diving, and Ed Michalski in 50 yard free
Ftyle have taken firsts and are looking for, better times to come.
This year's Frosh squad is better than last year's in that they boast
hotter swimmers and fellows who are eager to learn. Larry Price is perhaps
tops on this squad. He was state backstroke champion last year. There are
others: Estridge from Pittsburgh; Farmer, a breast stroke transfer from
Princeton. This is only a partial list. But there should be more fellows out.
Coach Munson is able to tell from his swimming classes fellows with
the ability. When he does he usually invites them out to join the squad;
some do many don't These many who don't are the ones who should
because of their possibilities. Maybe they feel that they don't have it, or
won't make the grade. Perhaps the best example of this is Lyman Hartley,
captain of this year's team. He wasn't a terrific swimmer as a freshman, but
Munson invited him out; he came; he stayed and trained and worked till
he is now cracking the pool records for the 440 yard free style. It takes
work, of course, to do things like this, but it shows that it can be done.
So, what about it, fellows! Let's bring this minor sport into the major
spotlight by supporting the team with interest. If Coach Munson invites you
out, or if you feel you have what it takes, why get out there and show
your stuff. It will help you as much as it does the team. They are doing
their best so let's get out there and give our best. Let's not let this building
program take a ducking.
upper-classme-
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Wooster has fallen into a slump
during the past two weeks, losing
three of four games. The Oberlin loss
marked the breaking of an eleven
game winning streak on the home
court. That series of victories began
ast year in the sensational Akron
game. The Scots' next four games are
at home, a fact that seems to be an
advantage for almost every team now

little off the subject, but congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kennedy
'
t
t
I.
trom now on. We mean, of course,
ior proviamg meir own nuic cneerieaaer
little Leslie Ann who was born early in February.
A

69-5- 3

Last year Wooster won the first
game with Kenyon and then dropped
a return contest at Wooster. Although
the Lords have been pushed around
all season, they have several times
given opponents real scares.

Courteay

game for the opponents. Personal
fouls have counted heavily against
Wooster; in fact the team is averaging 22.6 fouls per game while the
opponents have 18.1 fouls per game.
However Wooster has done very
well at the charity line, making 200 of
304 free throw attemps for 653 per
cent. The fifteen opponetns have
chalked up 224 free tosses in 385 at
tempts for 58.1 per cent.
Wooster will probably be considered
definite favorite over the Grove
City quintet which has a
record
this year. Last year they finished
strong and compiled a record of 11
wins and 6 losses.
Grove City played host to the
Scots two years ago and received a
pounding from the Ohio Conference Champs. Earl Shaw and Pat
Milligan played on that Wooster
team and they will be principal
objects in a Grove City revenge at-

of The Alumni Bulletin

Coach Mose Hole discusses his strategy with the Scots foremost power
laden hoopsters. These four Scots have produced a total of 831 points
out of a possible total of 1,028 in fifteen games.
Standings
Kenarden League

Three Undefeated
Teams On Top
At Second Round

Ill

V

u

VII
VIII
VI
IV
IX
I

At this point about half the water

has flowed over the dam and those
close wins or' defeats are nothing
Team
more than numbers in the won and Bogeys
Phi Delt
columns.
lost
Those who have Tri Kaps

(7-0-

6--6

Trolley League
W
8

6
6

.

weathered the storm and are leading
their respective leagues are Third
)
in the Kenarden League; Bogey's
)
in the Trolley, League; and
)
in the Douglass League.
Eighth
Thursday, February 9, Third had
an easy time in conquering Sixth by a
score, with John Kenny racking
up 13 points to pace the victors.
Seventh prepared for their battle with
Third on Saturday by lacing Fourth
The remaining two games on
the Hell Week eve saw Eighth beat
First
and Second crush Ninth

Kappa Phi
Phi Sirs
Alpha Garni
Rabbis

Maulers

62-4- 2

Beta Kappa

(8-0-

Douglass League

(7-0-

48-2- 7

55-3-

7.

37-2- 0

39-1- 7.

r

(62-57- ).

adays.
So far this year the Scots have
pumped in 1,024 points for 6&27
per game against 894 and 59.33 per

n

.

Kenyon will be out to break an
eight game losing streak. The only
team the Lords have beaten is Deni-son
On Oecember 10, Wooster
decision in a listless
grabbed a
ball game at Gambier.

On Saturday Sixth squeezed by
Fourth
and two tired teams,
Fifth and Eighth, dreary from Hell
Week activities, played to a near
stalemate with Fifth winning out in
the final seconds
Ninth upset
First
and in the feature game
of the day Third turned a tie ball
game in the early minutes into a route
After both
defeating Seventh
teams were tied at
with four
minutes gone by in the first half the
titleholders ' opened with a barrage
that laid Seventh low for the rest of
the game.
The Bogeys continued their un
beaten record by slapping down Beta
Kappa Phi
in the first game on
Thursday in the junior circuit. In
another good game, two rivals were
pitted against each other and the
Phi Delts came out on top over the
Tri Kaps
The Alpha Gams
and the
outprayed the Rabbis
Phi Sigs rumpled the Maulers
In the Douglass League all the
teams were idle because of the inability of the fellows to participate in
such an exhaustive sport because it
might sap their energy from them
thus leaving nothing for the hell masters to work with for the rest of the
time of Hell Week.
With the second round coming up,
many important clashes will be on
top. Second vs. Fifth on the main
floor takes top billing tonight. It wil
clear things more, or further muddle
them, as second place is at stake.
46-4- 0

Team

W

VIII
V
I

VII
IV
III
VI
II

tempt

The Kenyonites have two potential scoring aces from' Lakewood
Ohio. Lettermeri Dave Belt and Len
Burrows scored 20 and 16 points respectively against the Scots last December. Bell is averaging about 19
points per game this year, while
Burrows is averaging approximately
17.5 points per game.
Against common opponents Kenyon
has not fared too well. They lost to
Case
Otterbein
Hiram
and Oberlin
Wooster
beat the Otters
Hiram
and lost to Oberlin
and Case
(73-71- ).

(81-62- ),

(74-52-

),

(74-71-

(82-67-

).

(79-58-),

),

(74-45- ),

(61-60-

).

Wooster was socked from sixth place
to tenth place in the Ohio Conference
last week. The Kenyon game provides
a chance to even up the wins and
losses at four all. Even if Wooster
should win its final three conference
tilts (Kenyon, Muskingum, and Ohio
Wesleyan) there is no chance for the
title.

Scots Stranded By Yeomen
Milligan, Shaw Star In Thriller

0

61-6-

Akron Clogs Up Wooster
In Talon Fashion, 66-5- 1

0;

by Bob Clark

The Scot quintet bit the dust fori
Two fouls in the closing minutes of
The Scot quintet started off Hell the second time in a row by dropping
the
game sewed it up for the Yeomen,
Week in a way which the name would
close one to the Oberlin Yeomen

imply by dropping their contest to on the Severance Gym floor Saturday. who then displayed a very effective
the Akron Zippers on the opponents' The visitors eked out the victory in passing freeze to keep the ball from
court Thursday evening by a score of the last few minutes, finally winning the paws of the ball hungry Scots.
This was the second contest the
by the close score of
Sinks-WittenberBlack and Gold had lost during last
The Scots led by about 6 points week, and marked
Scots Outzipped
their fifth loss of
throughout the contest, but late in the the season.
B-- W
Akron 66
Wooster 51
G F T
G F T fourth quarter the Yeomen got hot
and tied the game up. The crowd Oberlin 61
by Frank Cook
6 22 Wolfe
Shaw 3
Wooster 60
1 11 Vaughn
Weckesser 8
had hopes the varsity would pull G F T
A new record and a victory were hung up last week in two
G P T
1
1 Mohrc .
c Milligan 2
1 2 4 Lancashire
through in the closing seconds, just
Shaw 11 628
separate meets Dy tne ocots.
2 20 Arko
Bird 0
0 0 ODonohoe
The
victory came last
Weckesser 6 012
12 Walker
Edwards 7
17 as the freshman squad had done in
2;
Hartley
(W)
Avelone
3.
(BW)
Time
the preliminary struggle, but their 6 4 16 Blackwell . Milligan 8 420
Friday when Wooster captured the last
Daw 0
2m 40.3s.
Mortland 2
5 OlOKuusela
hopes were shattered as the buzzer
event to defeat Wittenberg College by
. Edwards 0 0 0
Free Style Halttunen (BW)
the score of
sounded with Oberlin still in pos 10 424ShuIts
Bird 0 0 0
at the Wooster
26 14 66
22 7 51
Michalske (W) 2; Cavelconte (BW)
1 4 6Studer
session of the ball.
pool.
Halftimer,Akron40, Wooster 20.
Time 32.1s.
Lyman Hartley set a new record for
- The visitors took every advantage of 0 11 Bent
Fancy Diving Hughes (W) 1; Kee!
Wooster swimmers when he took the
The Scots took a very early lead of the new
rule, playing a
(BW) 2; Taylor (BW) 3.
free style event at the
25 10 60
before the ceiling fell on them very effective freezing game through- 231561
Free Style Michalske (W)
Halftime: Wooster 35, Oberlin 30.
pool. The new time for
From that point they were prover out that period. Wooster, not being
Referees: Pianowski and Wing.
that distance is 5 m 31.4s. Baldwin- - 1; Halttunen (BW) 2; McKee (W) 3
bially had, as the home team's fast able to get the ball, could no nothing
Wallace needed the last event to trip Time 58.9s.
break began to click. Wooster could but wait and watch the seconds tick
5
Frosh Flip Oberliq
Back Stroke Frost (W) 1;
the Scots
last Wednesday.
neither stop the onslaught, nor get off.
In the preliminary game the Scot
Pearson (BW) 2; Nyland (BW) 3. Time
hot themselves, and their offense slid
WOOSTER WITTENBERG
Only Three Scots Score
Frosh nipped the Oberlin Frosh by a
2m 02.7s.
into a cool slump. The result of the
Medley Relay Wittenberg
Scots, as a team, lacked the 4645 score.
The
At the half, Wooster led
Breast Stroke W a 1 k e r
disastrous first half is shown accurately scoring punch that has brought them
(Hosket, DePew, Klausmeyer). Time
score,
a
by
but a nip and tuck
(BW) 1; Bending (BW) 2; Ross (W) 3.
in the
score that the board indi through so many other games. Cap3m 24.5s.
second half netted the green clad
Time 2m 43.5s.
cated as the .two teams left for the tain Shaw burned the cords for a
Free Style Hartley (W) 1;
Scots 23 points, while the Oberlin
Free Style Hartley (W) 1;
rooms.
dressing
mean 28 points, while Pat Milligan quintet gathered 24
Palmer (W) 2; Sauer (Wi.) 3. Time
points to cut
Hafner (BW) 2; Palmer (W) 3. time
In the second half, Edwards and meshed them for 20. To round out the lead to one point
2m 16.6s.
5m 31.4s. (New Wooster record).
Weckesser regained their shooting eyes. the scoring trio, Harry Weckesser
Free Style Michalske (W)
In the last minute of play Ron
but, by then, the visitors were too far dumped in 12 points. Bob Schults Felty fouled Horst, and Oberlin
1; Ceils (Wi.) 2; Burk (Wi.) 3. Time
led
behind to catch up. Their attempt to paced the victors with 24 points.
26.1s.
by one point. Felty stole the ball with
pull a repeat on last year's performThe turning point of the game ap the help of Jack Holt and raced to the
Fancy Diving Galbreath (Wi.) 1;
ance of winning after spotting the peared to be when
Big Pat had to bucket with what was to be the win
Hughes (W) 2; Heath (Wi.) 3.
by Betty Evans
Zippers 19 points was futile, and the leave one of his best
games of the ning points with 30 seconds to go.
The big game of the week was the
Free StyleGeils (Wi.) 1;
fourth los sof the season was chalked season via the foul
route.
At this Jack Holt paced the victors with 12
victory over the Sphinx.
Klausmeyer (Wi.) 2; Michalske (W) 3. Peanut
up against them.
point,
Blackwell
Charley
took
charge points and Burnham led the losers
This gives the Peanuts a clean record
Time 59.6s.
of
both
banking
boards and stalled with 8 points. It was one of the
Back Stroke Hosket (Wi.) of three wins and no losses, and FIFTEEN GAME INDIVIDUAL COMPOSITE
RECORD FOR CAGERS many Scot threats by retrieving the best games the frosh
have played this
their
coveted
claim
-;
the
to
strengthens
1; Frost (W) 2; Lupke (W) STimeoff
ball
the
hoop.
season.
Game
Held
P.
Pet.
Avg.
T.
Pcnonal
Total
F.T.
championship. The Sphinx had been
2m 00.5s.
Played
Goal
Attpd.
Mad
FTM
Foul
Point
Point
Breast Stroke DePew(WL) undefeated prior to this game.
15
Shaw..
103
98
69.4
68
18.23
54
274
On Wednesday evening the Peanuts Milligan
1; Ross (W). 2; Gurney (W) 3. Time
15
83
74
63.5
47
213
14.20
55
86
15
17
25
189
68.0
12.60
42
defeated the
the Sphinx Weckesser
2m 44.8s.
15
65
29
25
155
10.33
46
86.2
and Edwards
Free Style Hartley (W) 1; turned back the Pyramids-Echoes- ;
12
15
28
9
65
60.0
33
Williams
5.42
Palmer (W) 2; Weikart (Wi.) 3. Time the Independents edged out the Mochizuki
14
13
12
8
57.1
18
34
2.83
Just Received
--74m 56.8s.
Freshmen.
14
SO
15
10
8
1.73
71.4
26
Bird
21-12
14
10
5
71.4
1.67
Daw
24
20
Monday night witnessed the
Relay Wooster (McKee,
New Shipment of
11
19
8
8
3
6
50.0
2.37
Michalske, Palmer, Hartley). Time
victory of the Imps over the Pyramid- - Mortland
Smart Footwear for '
1
7
9
8
14.3
17
1.89
8
Barnard
FRI. -- SAT.
4m 00.2s.
Echo team. In a
game, the DavieCampus Wear.
7
.57
8
2
0
00.0
2
sr
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To Choose From. V
New Spring Colors in
Leather, Crepe, or
Rubber Soles.
-

-

George Lahm
.

'

Jeweler

221 B. Liberty

Phone

St
1035--

"Dorm To Dorm Service.

TASTY, SAIIDTICIIES

Wooster, O.
W

TO SATISFY THAT LATE EVENING HUNGRY FEELING
WAIT FOR THE BEST

DOnilMERS
SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Quality Repairing
215 East Liberty Street

Every Week Night!

IT
Large Selection

0 R LI or LOIS

SANDWICHES WITH ZEST
Also Milk and Chocolate Milk

;
;

n

New Styles for Men in
All the New Colors.
Suede or Calf Leathers

Priced at 8.95 to 9.95

Ansler Shoe Slcre

ALSO

"Challenge To Lassie"
In Technicolor
SUN. MON. - TUE. - WED.
JOHN WAYNE
In

"SANDS OF

IWOJTMA"

WOOSTER VOICE

Frjs Four
--
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ThursdayFebruary

16,

1950

Changing Concepts Of History Veer Throe $25 Prizes
Offered Ordfors
From Political To Cultural
silver to the man and
Speech

Tks Hissing Line

'

is

woman who win the two college orator
"History is a creative art," Dr. Carl F. Wittke explained to
prizes of 25 dollars.
,
students and townspeople who heard the dean of Western Reserve
- The oration must concern a prob- University's graduate school speak in the chapel Thursday. "Facts
lem and its solution. The dates of the
noted North American historian
don't speak for themselves,'-t-he
"

f

.4

i

emphasized. "All history is a blend of
fact and imagination. Facts speak only
when they have been interpreted."

Cream 'n Sugar, Please
Chapel, Feb.

To develop his topic, "The Chang
ing Concepts of History," Dr. Wittke
mentioned outstanding historians from
classical times to the present, showing
how various their interpretations have
been.
of
From being "the
theology" in the middle ages and highly nationalistic in more modern times,
history has now come to claim the
"whole story of civilization on this
planet" as its province. The narrow
emphasis of former historians was on
superficial politics, government, and
military affairs. Recently social, cultural, and intellectual trends are receiving more basic consideration, especially in the United States.

OUT TO
LUNCH

My

1

"The new social history of our time,"

'

Courtesy Wooater Daily Record

by Don Fisher

The college lost one of its last

re-

maining remnants of Republican
liberalism last Friday night when the
statue of Abraham Lincoln departed
from the campus.
The incident marked the second
time the statue has been moved since
it was given to the college by James
Mullins in 1915. Originally, it stood
beneath the elms on the quad. It was
later placed on the south side of the
chapel where it would look less insignificant. In its most recent location,
insignificance is again found to be the
problem.
"Who swiped good old Abe?" is the
question everyone is asking. There are
dozens of very good answers afloat, but
as yet no productive answers. It is
hoped, however, that the mystery will
be solved before some
zealous Republican, such as Senator
Bricker, has to be called in to investigate.
Possibilities Investigated
The college itself has been able to
put several good men on the case by
hard-drivin-

g,

Barrett Praises
Shorthand Class

...

o

oevenieen women are enrolled in
the shorthand class which meets on
the campus Monday and Thursday
evenings. This class is taught by Mr.
Charles Spitler of the Ohio Institute
of Business Training.
Mr. Arthur Southwick sent out a
questionnaire to several of the stu
dents who were graduated last year-t- o
ask for suggestions for helping to
prepare the students for jobs. Several
of the students questioned said that
they needed a knowledge of typing
and shorthand as something practical
to help them get a job. In fact, one
woman wrote, "I found it very dif
ficult to get a job without typing and
snormana. l believe the two courses
should be required in order to
graauate.
iney should be made
easier to receive by having them of
lered at the college."
Mr. Paul V. Barrett said he recom
menas a liberal arts education, but
that if the women want to go into
'
business,
they must have a tool to
sell." Mr. Barrett had recommended
the shorthand class to several women
" iney Had the time to take it
and if they preferred to go into busi
ness immediately after graduation.

XA,A

Jyt

g

'

reducing the number of detectives who
are looking for nail holes in Kenar-deThis group lists four sections,
Dr. Wittke believes that the his
seven Democrats, and three red hertorian of today should "serve as a
ring under suspicion. But Alger Hiss
prophet looking backwards . . . con
has definitely been cleared from any
Issues and
presence wasn't noticed even when he front people with crucial
connection with the crime.
stood beside the chapel. Could he be point out roads they might take," Only
Every effort is being made to emanci
of the past are
blamed for wanting to get away' and DeoDle lenorant
pate the Great Emancipator. Wooster
he said. .
it,
to
repeat
doomed
forget about things?
police are taking fingerprints. Bresson's
bloodhounds have sniffed the denuded
rsty
marble base and evinced mild interest.
At
3p",'''3
And when the administration considBarney Nelson's
ered the fact that Miss De Milo was
still in the library, the situation was
described as "most promising."
At Oberlin?
Restaurant
One rumor is that the statue will be
found on the Oberlin campus. It is
hard to picture a Republican in that
The
location, but if Lincoln has managed
Newest,
it, he will have accomplished a feat
second only to winning the Civil War
Brightest
Another possibility is that you will
Spot in Town
see Abe appear in a spectacular cere
mony after Chapel sometime next
Open 6:00 A.M. to 1:00 A.M
week. Don't miss this even if you have
to cut the Shack for a few days.
One of the less amusing sides of the
incident was Lincoln's absence on his
MEN! EATING OFF CAMPUS?
birthday. This little scandal could
5.50 VALUE MEAL TICKET only $5.00 I
begin to smell worse than the golden
cold
glop which festoons Kenarden's
walls; and that's bad, let me tell you.
"The Place To Meet For Good Things To Eat"
But then, folks, maybe we needed
this loss to shock us into realizing that
the Lincoln influence has been waning
in these parts for a long time; that his
n.

11

'M

contest, which is open
only, also offers a
to the winner. The
Wooslcr will represent

to

upperclass-mc-

n

dollar prize
winners from
the College at
the state tournament at Ohio Wesleyan
March 17.

Wednesday NO CHAPEL
Thursday Dr. Howard Lowry

25

IDEAL DAIRY

I

Quality Dairy Products
N. Bevcr St.

133

Phone 319

IN ESQUIRE

AS ADVERTISED
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OLIN and MARGARET PRITCHARD, Owners
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Barney Nelson's WOOSTEBIOWII
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SIIYDEB'S
CAMERA SHOP
E. Liberty at Bever
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Student Union Building

'

275ECIALS

:

T

ANNUAL

DOLLAR DAYS

In Fayetteville, Arkansas, there

REDUCTIONS

Dresses : Coats : Suits
Skirts and Blouses

BEULAH BECIITEL
FASHIONS OF DISTINCTION

ia

always a friendly gathering of.

Friday and Saturday

p,
drastic
uix.wF
r

Bob Smith, left, takes a look
around for the missing statue of
Lincoln; Bob Meeker holds his
hat over his heart in silent tribute
to the departed.

as Dr. Wittke described it, has become
so broad that "one man can not write
a United States history any more." He
cited the American Revolution as an
example of how extremely complex an
historical movement is to one who
probes below its surface.

The annual competition to find the
peace orator begins soon, too. This

17-2- 3

Friday Bruce Love, ' "State of the
Campus"
Tuesday Carl Freedlander

hand-maide- n

J

contest, which' Is" to be held soon, and
other information will be posted by
Mr. James Grissinger in Taylor Hall.

University of Arkansas students at
x

mssmmm f
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BOTTLED

THE
1949,

COCA-COL-

Tht

something

ers

get-to-geth-

helps

from the study grind, or on a Satur

Dollar Day Specials
Every Department Represented

EH'S

Coca-Col- a

d

to remember. As a refreshing pause

RECORD

ED LAUD

ice-col-

make these

Two Full Pages
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tid,

the Student Union Building.
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UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE

Coke belongs.
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mean the same thing.
COCA-COL-
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COMPANY
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BOTTLING COMPANY OF WOOSTER, O.
Company

